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Atlantic menhaden (Brevoortia tyrannus) are an important forage fish for many predators,
and they also support the largest commercial fishery by weight on the U.S. East Coast.
Menhaden management has been working toward ecological reference points (ERPs)
that account for menhaden’s role in the ecosystem. The goal of this work was to
develop menhaden ERPs using ecosystem models. An existing Ecopath with Ecosim
model of the Northwest Atlantic Continental Shelf (NWACS) was reduced in complexity
from 61 to 17 species/functional groups. The new NWACS model of intermediate
complexity for ecosystems (NWACS-MICE) serves to link the dynamics of menhaden
with key managed predators. Striped bass (Morone saxatilis) were determined to be
most sensitive to menhaden harvest and therefore served as an indicator of ecosystem
impacts. ERPs were based on the tradeoff relationship between the equilibrium biomass
of striped bass and menhaden fishing mortality (F ). The ERPs were defined as the
menhaden F rates that maintain striped bass at their biomass target and threshold
when striped bass are fished at their Ftarget, and all other modeled species were fished
at status quo levels. These correspond to an ERP Ftarget of 0.19 and an ERP Fthreshold

of 0.57, which are lower than the single species reference points by 30–40%, but
higher than current (2017) menhaden F. The ERPs were then fed back into the age-
structured stock assessment model projections to provide information on total allowable
catch. The ERPs developed in this study were adopted by the Atlantic menhaden
Management Board, marking a shift toward ecosystem-based fishery management for
this economically and ecologically important species.
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INTRODUCTION

Forage fishes are abundant, schooling, mid-trophic level fishes
that contribute substantially to the diet of many larger predators
and serve central roles in energy transfer within ecosystems, but
many forage species are themselves harvested and support some
of the largest fisheries in the world. Due to their role in the
ecosystem and their environmentally driven fluctuations, forage
fish and their management have become a focal issue in the call
for ecosystem-based fisheries management (EBFM) approaches
(Pikitch et al., 2004; Dickey-Collas et al., 2014; Rice and
Duplisea, 2014; National Marine Fisheries Service [NMFS], 2016;
Siple et al., 2019). Although several general recommendations
have been proposed to guide forage fish harvest rates and
management policy (Constable et al., 2000; Cury et al., 2011;
Smith et al., 2011; Pikitch et al., 2012), the effect that forage
fish harvest has on predator populations remains a subject of
debate among scientists (Hilborn et al., 2017; Pikitch et al., 2018).
Despite the different viewpoints, there is a consensus that case-
specific modeling and research are necessary to address specific
ecological considerations and management challenges associated
with individual forage fisheries or the systems they reside in
(Hilborn et al., 2017; Pikitch et al., 2018).

Multi-species and ecosystem models that account for
predator–prey dynamics are essential tools for evaluating the
ecological impacts of forage fish harvest policies. However, the
added complexity and data requirements of these approaches
introduce considerable uncertainty into the management advice
they provide. Overly simple models may not provide a good
enough representation of the ecosystem and can lead to poor fits
and model bias, and reduced stakeholder buy-in; while full end-
to-end ecosystem models require an increased understanding
of species-environment interactions and have high parameter
uncertainty (Collie et al., 2016). Models of intermediate
complexity for ecosystem assessment, or MICE models, seek to
strike a balance by including only the necessary components to
address the main management question(s) (Plagányi et al., 2014).
For example, a MICE model of the California Current included
three forage species and two predator species and was used to
evaluate forage fish management systems and identify key sources
of uncertainty (Punt et al., 2016; Kaplan et al., 2019). While MICE
models have some clear advantages (speed and ease of use, fewer
data requirements, and simpler interpretation), they should be
compared to other intermediate and highly complex models of
the same system to check against critical model biases (Plagányi
et al., 2014; Kaplan et al., 2019).

Atlantic menhaden (Brevoortia tyrannus), members of the
Clupeidae family, are a planktivorous schooling fish found in
Atlantic waters from Nova Scotia to Florida (Ahrenholz, 1991).
They are prey for a wide range of other species, including
commercially and recreationally important finfish like striped
bass [Morone saxatilis (Hartman and Brandt, 1995) and bluefin
tuna (Thunnus thynnus) (Butler et al., 2010), piscivorous birds
(Mersmann, 1989; Glass and Watts, 2009), and marine mammals
(Gannon and Waples, 2004)]. Atlantic menhaden have been the
target of commercial fisheries since the 1800s (Ahrenholz et al.,
1987). The majority of landings are taken by the purse-seine

reduction fishery, which processes the catch into fish meal and
fish oil for aquaculture and animal feed, dietary supplements,
and other products. Atlantic menhaden are also harvested by
mixed gear fisheries in most states for use as bait in other
commercial and recreational fisheries (SEDAR, 2020a). Landings
peaked in the mid-1950s at about 700,000 mt per year; over the
past decade, total landings have averaged approximately 200,000
mt per year with an average annual value of $40.8 million USD,
making Atlantic menhaden the largest fishery by weight on the
U.S. East Coast for that time period (National Marine Fisheries
Service [NMFS], 2019). Because Atlantic menhaden have been
primarily caught in state waters, the species is managed by the
Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission (ASMFC). ASMFC
also manages, solely or jointly with the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), several predator species
that consume Atlantic menhaden, including striped bass, bluefish
(Pomatomus saltatrix), weakfish (Cynoscion regalis), and spiny
dogfish (Squalus acanthias).

The role of Atlantic menhaden as a forage species has
long been recognized, particularly for striped bass, which is
arguably ASMFC’s highest profile predator species. There has
been increasing interest from managers and stakeholders in
accounting for Atlantic menhaden’s ecosystem services when
setting regulations and harvest limits. ASMFC convened a
workshop with managers, scientists, and stakeholders to identify
ecosystem management objectives for Atlantic menhaden. The
objectives included (1) sustaining menhaden to provide for
directed fisheries, (2) sustaining menhaden for consumptive
needs of predators, (3) sustaining menhaden to provide stability
across all fisheries, and (4) minimizing risk due to a changing
environment (ASMFC, 2015b). ASMFC has already implemented
precautionary measures to achieve these objectives. In 2006,
harvest by the purse seine reduction fishery within the
Chesapeake Bay was capped due to concerns about localized
depletion of Atlantic menhaden in an important predator nursery
area (ASMFC, 2005), and in 2017 the coastwide total allowable
catch (TAC) was set at a level lower than the TAC at the single-
species target F to leave more Atlantic menhaden in the water
for predators (ASMFC, 2017). However, these measures were
somewhat ad hoc and were not based on quantitative analyses.
Developing quantitative ecological reference points (ERPs) that
take into account Atlantic menhaden’s role as a forage species
remained a high priority for ASMFC.

With the passage of Amendment 3 to the Menhaden Fishery
Management Plan in 2017, the ERP workgroup was tasked with
developing ERPs for management that account for menhaden’s
role as a forage fish. Several models were considered as part of this
process. The models ranged from simple to complex and included
a time-varying intrinsic growth rate surplus production model
(Nesslage and Wilberg, 2019), a two-species surplus production
model with predation (Uphoff and Sharov, 2018), a multispecies
statistical catch-at-age model (Curti et al., 2013; McNamee, 2018),
an Ecopath with Ecosim (EwE) MICE model with a limited
number of predator and prey species (described here), and a
more holistic EwE model that included many more menhaden
predators (Buchheister et al., 2017a,b). Of these, the EwE MICE
model was put forward as the recommended tool for developing
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the ERPs because it included bottom-up effects of menhaden
harvest on predators, captured the dynamics of key managed
predator species, and can be updated on a timeframe suitable
for management (SEDAR, 2020b). This paper describes the
development of the final EwE MICE model and its utility in
establishing Atlantic menhaden ERPs. The overall goal of this
work was to identify tradeoffs associated with Atlantic menhaden
harvest and establish management reference points that account
for the dietary needs of menhaden predators.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ecopath With Ecosim
We developed a model of intermediate complexity for ecosystem
assessment for the Northwest Atlantic Continental Shelf,
hereafter called NWACS-MICE, using EwE. EwE is a trophic
dynamic modeling package that facilitates management of
biomass and food web data for whole ecosystems and has
been widely used for analysis of aquatic resources (Pauly et al.,
2000; Christensen and Walters, 2004a; Colléter et al., 2015). The
Ecopath component of EwE is a static, mass-balance view of
the ecosystem that allows for representation of age structure
and provides the initial state for dynamic modeling. In Ecopath,
the production of each modeled species or functional group
is allocated among fishing, predation, other mortality, and
migration while maintaining mass-balance between groups. In
Ecosim, biomass dynamics are modeled on a monthly time step
as a series of differential equations, where the change in biomass
for each group is predicted as its consumption minus losses
to predation, fishing, migration, and other unexplained natural
mortality (Walters et al., 1997). The EwE software package
also includes several built-in functions that were utilized in the
development of menhaden ERPs. These included the time series
fitting routine, equilibrium FMSY analysis (Walters et al., 2005),
emergent stock-recruit curves, and batch run processing with
the multi-sim plugin. For full details on the underlying theory,
assumptions, equations, and model mechanics of EwE see the
original sources (Walters et al., 1997; Christensen and Walters,
2004a; Christensen et al., 2005).

In developing menhaden ERPs, it was critical that the chosen
model be able to account for top-down predation effects on
menhaden as well as the bottom-up effects that menhaden have
on their predators. In Ecosim, this is modeled based on foraging
arena theory, which states that predator–prey interactions are
restricted to spatial and temporal arenas, and movement of
prey into the foraging arena determines how much is consumed
by predators (Ahrens et al., 2012). The Ecosim vulnerability
exchange rate parameters, Vij, describe the exchange rates of prey
i from a not vulnerable state into a vulnerable biomass pool where
they can be consumed by predator j. The vulnerability parameters
control the amount of prey biomass available to predators
and therefore regulate consumption, and in turn, the growth
and biomass of the predators. Consumption for a predator is
mortality for its prey, and the Vij also serve as limits on predation
mortality at high predator biomass. Low Vij values restrict flow
into the vulnerable state, which thereby limits consumption and

prevents any substantial biomass gains in the predator. Large Vij
values result in stronger top-down predation effects because the
exchange rate of prey into the vulnerable biomass pool is high,
allowing for prey biomass to be quickly exhausted by predators.

Other Ecosim parameters that factor into the foraging arena
equations include foraging time adjustment (FTA) and prey
switching. FTA allows groups to spend less time feeding when
their densities are low or when food density increases, which
lowers exposure to predation under those conditions (i.e., FTA
regulates the tradeoff between growth vs. survival). Additionally,
the time spent feeding can be directly responsive to changes in
predator abundance (risk-sensitive feeding) and some proportion
of unexplained mortality can be allowed to vary with feeding
time (stronger density-dependence in natural mortality, M).
Prey switching is said to occur when predator diets change
disproportionately to the relative abundance of their prey. In
Ecosim, this is accomplished by modifying the search rates, aijt,
of predator j in relation to changes in biomass B of prey i over
time t using a power function aijt = aij · B

Pj
it , where the predator

switching power parameter (Pj) can range between zero (constant
aij) and two (fast response). In our analysis, prey switching
allowed us to explore whether impacts of menhaden harvest
on predators might be moderated by the ability of predators to
quickly switch to other prey resources.

The NWACS-MICE Model
Spatial Domain and Functional Groups
The spatial domain for the model spans the continental shelf
of the Northwest Atlantic Ocean from North Carolina to
Maine including the Mid-Atlantic Bight, Southern New England,
Georges Bank, and Gulf of Maine subregions. The model
implicitly represents major estuaries along the coastline, such
as the Chesapeake Bay, Delaware Bay, and Long Island Sound,
given that diet and biomass data from estuaries were included
in the model parameterization. Although the domain does not
encompass the entire distributional range of Atlantic menhaden
(from Florida to Nova Scotia), it is similar to the range of a
multispecies virtual population analysis model developed for
Atlantic menhaden (Garrison et al., 2010) and of existing
ecosystem models for the region (Link et al., 2008, 2010). This
domain relies on the natural faunal and oceanographic break in
North Carolina (Longhurst, 2010), while also including the bulk
of historical Atlantic menhaden fishing effort concentrated in the
Chesapeake Bay and the Mid-Atlantic (SEDAR, 2020a).

An original EwE model of the NWACS was previously
developed to inform Atlantic menhaden management in an
ecosystem context (Buchheister et al., 2017a,b). The original
NWACS model leveraged previous Ecopath models developed
for the region (Link et al., 2008). The model consisted of 48
different functional or species groups, with several important
species modeled using age stanzas (for a total of 61 unique
groups). The model was calibrated to data from 1982 to 2013
and was partially updated to include data through 2017 for
key species as part of the Atlantic menhaden ERP development
(SEDAR, 2020b). The original NWACS model served as a basis
for developing the NWACS-MICE model, which was restricted
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to focus on key managed species that are connected through
food web interactions. The NWACS-MICE model simulated the
dynamics of 17 biomass pools including Atlantic menhaden (ages
0 and 1+), striped bass (ages 0–1, 2–5, and 6+), spiny dogfish,
bluefish (ages 0 and 1+), weakfish (ages 0 and 1+), Atlantic
herring (Clupea harengus, ages 0 and 1+), anchovies (Anchoa
spp.), benthic invertebrates, zooplankton, phytoplankton, and
detritus (Table 1). Striped bass, menhaden, spiny dogfish,
bluefish, weakfish, and Atlantic herring are managed, or co-
managed, by the ASMFC, and regularly undergo formal stock
assessments. Of these, striped bass, spiny dogfish, bluefish,
and weakfish were identified as major consumers of Atlantic
menhaden based on an analysis of diet data (SEDAR, 2020b)
from the NOAA Northeast Fisheries Science Center food habits
database1. These six species are hereafter referred to collectively
as the ERP complex. Multiple age stanzas were used to represent
basic trophic ontogeny, fishery selectivity, and age-dependent
predation for these key species. Anchovies were also included
because they are an important prey item for species in the ERP
complex. A separate fishing “fleet” for each species in the ERP
complex was included in the NWACS-MICE model, where each
fleet only captured a single target species and landings included
both harvests and dead discards combined overall gear types and
fishing sectors.

Ecopath Model Inputs
The basic data requirements for Ecopath are biomass (B),
production to biomass ratio (PB) or total mortality rate (Z),
consumption to biomass ratio (QB), diet composition (DC),
and landings for each model group. Biomass accumulation (BA)
was included to represent non-equilibrium changes in biomass
occurring over the Ecopath base year. The NWACS-MICE
Ecopath model base year was 1985, which is the earliest common
year in all stock assessments for the ERP complex. Biomass
inputs (million metric tons) were obtained either directly from
stock assessments or by simply adding the biomass of lower
trophic level groups from the original NWACS model. For all the
assessed species, biomasses were taken directly from the single-
species stock assessments (ASMFC, 2015a, 2019b; Northeast
Fisheries Science Center [NEFSC], 2018, 2019a,b; SEDAR, 2020a)
and summed by age for each Ecopath age stanza. For multi
stanza groups, biomass was only input for a single age stanza
(usually the oldest) and then calculated by Ecopath for other
stanzas based on input growth and mortality parameters. Details
for biomass calculations of each group are provided in the
Supplementary Materials.

Biomass accumulation was input to represent non-stationarity
within the Ecopath base year of 1985. BA is a flow term expressed
as a rate of change, where a negative value signifies biomass
depletion during the base year and a positive value indicates
biomass gains. For multi-stanza groups, high BA will shift the
calculated age distribution to younger ages, representing a strong
year class during the Ecopath base year and leading to initial
increases during the first few years of an Ecosim simulation.
Biomass accumulation was entered for all species in the ERP

1http://www.nefsc.noaa.gov/femad/pbio/fwdp/

complex except weakfish and spiny dogfish (Table 1), which
according to time series data, showed little change during the
base year. The input BA rates were calculated from the stock
assessment model output as (B1986/B1985)-1, where B was the total
biomass of all ages.

In Ecopath, PB ratios and total mortality rates are used
interchangeably because the two values are equal under the
assumption of equilibrium (Allen, 1971). Mortality rates for
species in the ERP complex were entered as annual total
instantaneous mortality, Z, where Z = F + M. Age-specific M
was available from each species’ stock assessment. For multi
stanza groups, M was taken as the average over all ages in each
stanza weighted by the 1985 mean numbers-at-age (Table 1).
In the case of Atlantic herring, the 2018 assessment used a
constant M, thus, the age-varying M vector was taken from the
previous stock assessment conducted in 2015, which used the
Lorenzen (1996) estimator (Deroba, 2015; Northeast Fisheries
Science Center [NEFSC], 2018). Spiny dogfish and anchovy M
were taken directly from the original NWACS model, and the
PB of the invertebrate and zooplankton groups were taken as the
average PB of the inclusive groups from the original NWACS
model, weighted by the biomass of those groups. The PB ratio
for phytoplankton was taken directly from the original NWACS
model. Fishing mortality, F, for each species in the ERP complex
was calculated from stock assessment output as the sum of
landings for each stanza divided by the average (or mid-year)
biomass of each stanza. These F rates were added to numbers-
weighted mean M to obtain the input Z values.

The Ecopath diet matrix describes the proportion of each prey
i in the diet of predator j, DCij. The diet matrix of the original
NWACS model was simplified for the NWACS-MICE model
by first summing the DCij across NWACS-MICE prey groups
and then averaging across NWACS-MICE predators, weighted by
total consumption of each predator (Supplementary Table S1).
Any diet proportions of a prey type included in the original
NWACS model but not in the MICE model were assigned to diet
import, which represents a constant proportion of consumption
that is obtained from outside the modeled system. Consumption
rates, QB, were input for all consumer groups and taken directly
from the original NWACS model (Table 1). For multi-stanza
species QB was entered for the leading stanza only and calculated
for other ages based on input biomass, mortality, and growth
parameters. For aggregate groups (inverts and zooplankton) the
QB was taken as the weighted average QB for inclusive groups
from the original NWACS model weighted by the biomass of
each group. Lastly, landings were included for the ERP complex
species (Table 1) and derived from stock assessment outputs by
summing the 1985 landings-at-age across ages within each stanza.

Time Series Data
The NWACS-MICE Ecosim model was calibrated to time series
of observed abundance and catch from 1985 to 2017 using
species and age-specific time series of fishing mortality as forcing
functions. A total of 18 indices of abundance and 10 catch
time series were used as reference data during model calibration
(Supplementary Table S2, SEDAR, 2020b). Relative abundance
time series for species in the ERP complex were obtained from
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fisheries independent surveys and recreational creel surveys as
reported in the stock assessments. Given that some species had
many such time series, we included no more than two times
series that were recommended by the ASMFC’s Species Technical
Committees as the most representative for each species. Catch
time series were assembled from the stock assessment report
files as the landings and dead discards in weight, summed over
all gears and age classes for each stanza. Fishing mortality was
used as a forcing time series in Ecosim for all harvested species
except spiny dogfish, which used catch forcing instead because
F estimates were not available. Time series weights (one for
each reference time series) were derived from the year-specific
coefficient of variation (CV) for each survey, calculated as the
inverse of the mean CV over all available years (i.e., 1/CV) such
that more precise data streams had higher weights and thus more
influence on model fit.

Ecosim Calibration Procedure
Fitting an Ecosim model begins by first identifying the most
sensitive Vij parameters and then estimating those parameters to
improve the model’s goodness-of-fit as assessed by the sum of
squared differences (SS) between predicted and observed biomass
and catch time series. As a conservative approach, it has been
recommended to only estimate K-1 parameters (Heymans et al.,
2016), where K is the number of reference time series (i.e.,
observed biomass and catch) used to tune the model. Ecosim
models are prone to local minima in SS, thus requiring repeated
vulnerability searches to find model convergence. Therefore, a
“repeated search” methodology (described in the Supplementary
Materials) was implemented where the sensitivity and estimation
routine was repeated until no further improvement in the SS and
AIC was obtained. The vulnerabilities were reset to their default
value of 2 and the repeated search was initiated after any changes
were made to Ecopath inputs, FTA parameters, prey switching
parameters, or time series forcing functions.

When calibrating Ecosim models, the Vij parameters are
often estimated at extremely high values (1 × 109) during the
fitting process, which may result in theoretical predation rates
far above the prey’s Z when predator biomass is high. While this
may improve the SS measure-of-fit over the period of observed
data, the high Vij could lead to dynamic instability, exaggerated
top-down effects, and groups crashing entirely when projecting
extreme fishing or environmental scenarios. To correct for this,
we set an upper limit to the vulnerability parameters to prevent
the theoretical maximum predation mortality from exceeding the
natural mortality of the prey (see the Supplementary Materials
for details). Additionally, Vij estimated at the lower bound of
1.0 can be problematic in projections scenarios and often causes
species to be unresponsive to fishing; therefore a minimum
vulnerability of 1.02 was used.

Ecosim Base Run Configuration
Over 30 different Ecosim configurations were tested during
the development of the NWACS-MICE model representing
alternative inputs and assumptions for diet composition, foraging
time adjustments, prey switching, vulnerability caps, primary
production anomalies, seasonal prey availability, and recruitment

deviations (Supplementary Table S3). Each model was fit
following the repeated search methodology and then adjusted
by applying the minimum vulnerability of 1.02 and the upper
Vij limit described above and in the Supplementary Materials.
We began by fitting Ecosim with recommended default settings
which included FTA of 0.5 for the youngest age stanzas
only, which allows for compensatory improvements in juvenile
survival at low stock sizes due to density-dependent foraging
behavior (Christensen et al., 2005). Next, we fit a series of
models that included prey switching to simulate a process
where predators may switch to more abundant prey items when
menhaden abundance is low, thereby mitigating some of the
negative effects that menhaden harvest may have on predator
populations. Separate NWACS-MICE models were fit with prey
switching power Pj values of 0.5, 1, and 1.5 applied to all
menhaden predators. Of the values considered, Pj = 1 (run 5)
resulted in the lowest SS and was the setting used in the base run.

To determine whether the estimated Vij’s might cause dynamic
instability, we also inspected emergent properties of the model as
additional diagnostics to the Ecosim SS, following best practices
of Heymans et al. (2016). This included an equilibrium FMSY
analysis (Walters et al., 2005) applied to each species in the ERP
complex by running long term simulations over a range of F
values (see Supplementary Materials); an evaluation of emergent
stock recruit curves in Ecosim (Walters and Martell, 2004);
and checking whether Ecosim could generate expected biomass
responses when species were fished at their proxy single-species
reference points.

The final base run (run 8) was fitted with prey switching power
Pj = 1 and vulnerability limits applied (lower Vij = 1.02 and upper
Vij with M2cap = 1), plus a few manual adjustments to parameters
that improved model stability and emergent property diagnostics.
The manual changes were arrived at through an iterative process
and included: setting the proportion of other mortality (M0)
sensitive to foraging time equal to zero and predator effect on
foraging time equal to 1 for juvenile striped bass (e.g., risk-
sensitive foraging time and lower density-dependence in M); and
raising the minimum Vij limit slightly from 1.02 to 1.3 for the
menhaden-zooplankton interactions, to 1.05 for spiny dogfish, to
1.1 for bluefish, and 1.5 for weakfish. These small increases in
the minimum Vij were found to improve diagnostics in the single
species projection scenarios and equilibrium FMSY analysis.

Management Scenarios
Establishing the ERPs
Of the species in the ERP complex, striped bass was the
most responsive to changes in Atlantic menhaden F. This was
supported by analysis from the original NWACS model that
evaluated a broader suite of species and found that striped
bass and nearshore piscivorous birds were the most sensitive
menhaden predators, with both showing similar responses to
increases in menhaden F (Buchheister et al., 2017a). Therefore,
striped bass was used as an indicator of the impacts of Atlantic
menhaden fishing pressure on the ecosystem for the development
of ERPs using the NWACS-MICE model. ERPs based on striped
bass biomass were assumed to also sustain other species in
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the ecosystem that were less sensitive to levels of Atlantic
menhaden removals.

Projections were run with the NWACS-MICE Ecosim model
from 2018 to 2057 over a range of Atlantic menhaden and striped
bass F. In these simulations, striped bass F ranged from 0 to 2
times F2017, and Atlantic menhaden F ranged from 0 to 10 times
F2017. Bluefish, weakfish, spiny dogfish, and Atlantic herring were
held constant at F2017 in these projections. For striped bass, which
has two harvested age stanzas, the F multipliers were applied to
each stanza (i.e., a F multiplier of 0.5 would be a 50% reduction
in F2017 for all harvested age stanzas). For each simulation, a
biomass ratio for striped bass was calculated as age 6+ biomass in
the terminal year of the projection divided by the Ecosim target
age 6+ biomass, where the Ecosim biomass target was based
on the ratio of Btarget/B2017 = 1.58 from the stock assessment
(Northeast Fisheries Science Center [NEFSC], 2019a). Biomass of
striped bass age 6+ from the NWACS-MICE model was treated
as a proxy for spawning stock biomass reference points, since
females mature between ages 4 to 8. Similarly, the biomass of
bluefish and weakfish were predicted as a function of striped bass
and Atlantic menhaden F and expressed as ratios to their single
species reference points. For bluefish we used the biomass target
(2.06∗B2017) and for weakfish we used the biomass threshold
(3.58∗B2017) from their respective stock assessments (ASMFC,
2019b; Northeast Fisheries Science Center [NEFSC], 2019b) as
the single species reference points.

The menhaden ERPs were based on the relationship of striped
bass biomass to menhaden fishing mortality, when striped bass
are fished at their single-species Ftarget (0.635∗F2017) and all other
species in the ERP complex were held constant at F2017. Thus,
we defined the ERP Ftarget as the maximum Atlantic menhaden F
that maintains striped bass at their biomass target, when striped
bass are fished at Ftarget and all other species were fished at
2017 rates. The ERP Fthreshold was defined as the maximum
Atlantic menhaden F that maintains striped bass at their biomass
threshold when striped bass are fished at Ftarget.

Total Allowable Catch Projections
Atlantic menhaden are managed using a coastwide total allowable
catch (TAC); as a consequence, the menhaden ERPs must provide
decision support for setting the coastwide TAC. Therefore,
we used stock assessment model projections to determine the
probability that the single species Ftarget and Fthreshold would
exceed the ERP F rates from Ecosim and to estimate the TAC with
a 50% probability of exceeding the ERP Ftarget. The single species
stock assessment for Atlantic menhaden was conducted using the
Beaufort Assessment Model (BAM), which is an age-structured
statistical catch-at-age model fitted to landings, age composition,
length composition, and index data (SEDAR, 2020a). Uncertainty
in the single species assessment was determined through a Monte
Carlo bootstrapping (MCB) procedure, whereby uncertainty in
input data and model parameters such as M were bootstrapped
to provide distributions around estimated time series such as
recruitment, biomass, and estimated parameters. The projections
used the base run of the BAM model, as well as the individual
runs from the MCB procedure, to forward project abundance
at age from the terminal year of the assessment, using total

instantaneous mortality, Z. Total instantaneous mortality was the
sum of natural mortality, a specified input, and fishing mortality,
a value that was solved for during the projection analyses.
Recruitment was projected using non-linear time series analysis
(Deyle et al., 2018). The projections allowed for determining the
risk of exceeding a value of F under specified TAC values. Annual
TACs were established using MCB runs from the BAM with a
specified probability (usually 50%) of exceeding the single species
and ERP Ftarget or Fthreshold values (SEDAR, 2020a). Projections
were run from 2018 to 2022, using actual landings in 2018–
2019 and applying the 216,000 mt TAC in 2020 to project the
TAC for 2021–2022. Lastly, menhaden stock status is based
on reproductive output. Therefore, fecundity-based biological
reference points were also generated for the associated Ftarget and
Fthreshold using equilibrium calculations for spawning potential
ratio (SPR) where population fecundity was calculated based
on a function of mean weight-at-age, spawning frequency, and
maturity (Gartland et al., 2019; SEDAR, 2020a).

RESULTS

Ecopath Mortality Rates and the
Ecotrophic Efficiency of Menhaden
Predation mortality (M2) for Atlantic menhaden calculated by
the NWACS-MICE Ecopath for 1985 conditions was 0.121 for
juveniles and 0.031 for adults age 1+ (Table 1 and Figure 1).
Striped bass (all ages combined) and adult bluefish accounted for
36% and 55% of juvenile menhaden M2, respectively, with the
other two predators (dogfish and weakfish) accounting for the
remaining 9% of menhaden M2 (Figure 1). Predation mortality
of adult menhaden was partitioned to 64% adult bluefish and
30% striped bass (Figure 1). The low M2 of Atlantic menhaden
in the NWACS-MICE model resulted in ecotrophic efficiencies
of 0.08 and 0.15 for juvenile and age 1+ menhaden (Table 1),
respectively, meaning that 92% and 85% of the total mortality
is unexplained in the model. Bluefish, spiny dogfish, and striped
bass accounted for most of the predation mortality overall in the
Ecopath model (Figure 1). In fact, bluefish accounted for the
largest percentage of M2 on menhaden, juvenile bluefish, and
weakfish. Striped bass contributed to at least 20% of the M2 on
juvenile striped bass, menhaden, and juvenile weakfish. Predation
mortality for the other forage group in the ERP complex, Atlantic
herring, was higher than menhaden, with 0.895 for juveniles
and 0.377 for adults (Table 1), with most of the mortality
coming from spiny dogfish and bluefish (Figure 1). Even though
Atlantic herring contribute to a smaller portion of the predator
diets compared to menhaden, their M2 rates are higher because
biomass is an order of magnitude lower than menhaden (Table 1).

Predation mortality rates were low (<0.002) for the adult
age stanzas of predator species in the ERP complex (striped
bass, dogfish, and bluefish; Table 1), which is expected for these
larger species that have fewer predators, many of which were
excluded from the NWACS-MICE model. Predation mortality on
juvenile stanzas was generally higher than adults, with juvenile
bluefish and weakfish having a high M2, 1.6, and 1.3, respectively
(Figure 2). Predation on striped bass juveniles was poorly
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TABLE 1 | Basic inputs and estimates from the NWACS-MICE Ecopath model, including biomass (B), biomass accumulation (BA), production to biomass ratio (PB) or
total mortality rate (Z), consumption to biomass ratio (QB), trophic level (TL), ecotrophic efficiency (EE), fishing mortality (F), and predation mortality (M2).

Group name B (1e6 mt) BA (year−1) Z or P/B (year−1) Q/B (year−1) Landings (1e6 mt) TL EE F (year−1) M2 (year−1)

Striped bass 0–1 0.008 0.113 1.132 7.152 3.307 0.089 0 0.101

Striped bass 2–5 0.036 0.113 0.582 3.004 0.001 3.54 0.037 0.02 0.001

Striped bass 6+ 0.018 0.113 0.335 1.82 0.003 3.787 0.511 0.171 0

Menhaden juv 0.282 0.114 1.764 9.402 0.005 2.562 0.08 0.019 0.121

Menhaden adult 1.704 0.114 1.454 3.804 0.329 2.762 0.154 0.193 0.031

Spiny dogfish 0.272 0 0.321 1.81 0.005 3.385 0.063 0.019 0.001

Bluefish juv 0.004 −0.064 2.069 12.331 0.001 3.959 0.855 0.173 1.596

Bluefish adult 0.22 −0.064 0.656 3.139 0.032 3.906 0.229 0.148 0.002

Weakfish juv 0.001 0 1.453 9.977 3.624 0.919 0.022 1.313

Weakfish adult 0.013 0 1.31 3.77 0.003 3.686 0.231 0.222 0.08

Atlantic herring 0–1 0.008 0.137 1.371 10.829 0.002 3.32 0.834 0.248 0.895

Atlantic herring 2+ 0.15 0.137 0.823 3.7 0.059 3.32 0.938 0.395 0.377

Anchovies 0.271 0 2.2 7.333 3.027 0.433 0 0.952

Benthos 14.546 0 2.432 12.469 2.108 0.521 0 1.266

Zooplankton 13.559 0 45.85 154.6 2.337 0.899 0 41.207

Phytoplankton 8.596 0 186.436 1 0.669 0 124.635

Detritus 12.974 0 1 0.37 0

explained by the model and represented only about 10% of the
total mortality, with virtually no predation on the sub-adults.
Weakfish, which function in the model as both predator and prey,
had a slightly higher M2 in the adult stanza (M2 = 0.08) than the
other ERP predator species (Table 1).

Model Fits to Time Series
The NWACS-MICE Ecosim model produced reasonably good
fits to the observed indices of abundance and catch data
(Figures 2, 3). The weighted sum of squares (SS) from all
32 fitted models ranged between 1031 and 1327, with the
base run SS = 1186 (Supplementary Table S3). Six of the
seven lowest SS were obtained from exploratory scenarios
that included annual primary production anomalies or forced
annual deviations in juvenile survival that allowed the model
to better track interannual variability. Of the models developed
for management (runs 1–14), the lowest SS was for run 5
(SS = 1088) with prey switching Pj = 1 and no vulnerability
limits applied. However, the equilibrium FMSY output for run 5
(Supplementary Figure S1) demonstrated model instability at
high fishing mortality rates on Atlantic menhaden and striped
bass, as well as a general lack of sensitivity to fishing for weakfish
and bluefish. As previously mentioned, this instability was
associated with vulnerability parameters estimated at the lower
bound of 1.0. Subsequently, manual adjustments were made to
the vulnerabilities and foraging time adjustment parameters in
runs 6 and 7 (Supplementary Table S3), eventually leading to the
base run 8 that had a higher SS but improved stability at high
menhaden F in the equilibrium FMSY analysis.

In general, the NWACS-MICE Ecosim model was better at
capturing the overall trends in observed abundance data rather
than the interannual variability. The predicted biomass of striped
bass followed the general trend in the data, capturing the recovery
during the 1990s and gradual decline that has followed since

(Figure 2). The high interannual variability in the observed data
for both menhaden groups was not captured well by the model,
nor was the steep decline in the combined juvenile menhaden
index observed in 1985–1990. The spiny dogfish observed index
was highly variable without trend, but the model predictions were
flatter. Bluefish juveniles and adults fit the data well whereas
weakfish did not fit the observed spike in abundance that
occurred in the late 1990s. Lastly, Atlantic herring fit the overall
trend but did not predict the high values observed during 1992,
1995, and 2002 or the lows observed during 1998–2000. The
Ecosim model was also able to fit the observed catch trends
well (Figure 3), although the predicted catch of striped bass was
slightly higher than observed catches after 2000.

Predator–Prey Surface Plots
The analysis of menhaden and striped bass F combinations
showed that under current striped bass and menhaden F rates,
striped bass will remain below their biomass target and threshold
and reach equilibrium at a B/Btarget ratio of 0.66 (Figure 4).
At current striped bass F, the model predicted the striped bass
biomass ratio would range between 0.74 (near the striped bass
Bthreshold) when menhaden F = 0 down to 0.42 when menhaden
F is 10x the current value. When striped bass are fished at
their Ftarget of 0.2, the model predicted their biomass ratio
to range from 1.15 to 0.54 over the range of menhaden F
rates considered. Under this scenario, striped bass reached their
biomass target at current menhaden F rates, and remained above
their biomass threshold for menhaden F rates ranging from zero
to approximately four times F2017 (Figure 4). When both striped
bass and Atlantic menhaden were fished at their single species
Ftarget rates, the equilibrium striped bass biomass ratio was 0.90,
which is above the threshold and below the target.

The menhaden and striped bass F combinations explored here
resulted in changes to the biomass of other species in the ERP
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FIGURE 1 | Mortality components of species in the ERP complex from the NWACS-MICE Ecopath model describing (Left) how mortality is partitioned among
fishing (F ), predation (M2), and other ‘unexplained’ mortalities (M0). The predation mortality component is further partitioned into predator species, combined over
age stanzas (Right).

complex, such as bluefish and weakfish that also eat menhaden,
are preyed upon by striped bass, or compete with striped bass
for food. Bluefish, which was experiencing overfishing in 2017,
was predicted to remain below their biomass target across all
menhaden and striped bass F combinations (Figure 4). Under
current striped bass and menhaden harvest rates, bluefish were
predicted to reach equilibrium at a biomass ratio of 0.38. The
maximum predicted bluefish biomass ratio was 0.59, which
occurred when menhaden F = 0 and striped bass F was 2x
Fcurrent. Higher F rates on striped bass led to higher biomass of
bluefish due to reduced predation and competition (striped bass
prey on juvenile bluefish and have diet overlap with bluefish).
When striped bass F is reduced, the biomass of bluefish was
predicted to decline, with the lowest biomass ratio of 0.19
predicted in scenarios with high menhaden F and low striped bass
F (Figure 4).

Weakfish biomass was also predicted to remain below their
threshold across all striped bass and menhaden F combinations,
and would reach equilibrium at a biomass ratio of 0.30 under
current F rates (Figure 4). Similar to bluefish, the maximum
biomass ratio of 0.33 for weakfish occurred when menhaden
F = 0 and striped bass F is 2x the current value. However,
when striped bass F was low, weakfish biomass increased slightly
under higher menhaden F rates, going from 0.21 at menhaden
F = 0 to 0.25 at Fx10. This is because the indirect positive
effects (i.e., lower predation and competition) resulting from
the impact of menhaden harvest on striped bass and bluefish
(Figure 4) outweighed the direct negative effects of menhaden
harvest on weakfish. In contrast, when striped bass F is high,
weakfish biomass ratios declined with menhaden F, going from

0.33 when menhaden F = 0 to 0.27 at maximum menhaden
F (Figure 4).

Spiny dogfish and Atlantic herring biomass ratios were
highest when menhaden F and striped bass F were both high
(Figure 4). Spiny dogfish equilibrium biomass ratio was predicted
to be 1.24 under current F rates and remained above their
biomass target across nearly all F combinations. Atlantic herring
equilibrium biomass ratio under current F was equal to 0.6, and
remained below the target over all menhaden and striped bass F
rates (Figure 4).

Atlantic Menhaden Ecological Reference
Points
Atlantic menhaden ERPs were estimated based on the
relationship between menhaden F and striped bass biomass
ratios when striped bass was fished at their biomass target and
all other species are fished at their 2017 status quo levels. The
ERPs are located within the striped bass surface plot where the
horizontal dotted line (at striped bass Ftarget = 0.2) intersects the
target and threshold B ratio contours (Figure 4), and in Figure 5
where the tradeoff curve crosses the biomass target and threshold.
The ERP Ftarget is the menhaden F that maintains striped bass at
their biomass target when striped bass are fished at their Ftarget,
and it marks the point where the tradeoff curve crosses the target
biomass ratio of 1 (Figure 5). The ERP Ftarget was estimated to be
0.19, which was about 20% higher than the current 2017 Atlantic
menhaden F of 0.16 and 40% lower than the menhaden single
species Ftarget of 0.31 from the stock assessment (Table 2). The
ERP Fthreshold is the menhaden F that maintains striped bass at
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FIGURE 2 | NWACS-MICE Ecosim model fits to relative abundance indices for species in the ERP complex. The solid black line is the base run model (run 8) and
the gray lines are the biomass trajectories from all 32 fitted Ecosim models. Observed data are from the Marine Recreational Information Program (MRIP), the
Connecticut Long Island Sound Trawl Survey (CT LISTS), the North Carolina Pamlico Sound Inshore Gillnet survey (NC PSIGN), a combined menhaden juvenile
abundance index (JAI), combined menhaden adult indices for the northern, mid-Atlantic, and southern regions (NAD, MAD, SAD), the Northeast Fisheries Science
Center trawl survey (NEFSC, 2 time periods), and the Delaware Sound Trawl Survey (DE TRAWL).

their biomass threshold (when striped bass are fished at Ftarget),
and is the point where the tradeoff curve crosses the threshold
biomass ratio of 0.78 (Figure 5). The ERP Fthreshold was estimated

to be 0.57, which is over 260% higher than the current menhaden
F, and is about 30% lower than the single species menhaden
Fthreshold of 0.86 from the stock assessment (Table 2). For the
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FIGURE 3 | NWACS-MICE Ecosim model fits to landings for species in the ERP complex. The solid black line is the base run model (run 8) and the gray lines are the
biomass trajectories from all 32 fitted Ecosim models. The observed catch time series were aggregated from the stock assessment models.

projections at the current TAC value, there was 0% probability
that the TAC will exceed the ERP Fthreshold and a moderate
(60–66%) chance it will exceed the ERP Ftarget in the short-term.
TAC values of 176,800 mt and 187,400 mt for 2021 and 2022,
respectively, were associated with a 50% probability of attaining
the ERP Ftarget (Table 2). Fecundity-based reference points, in
numbers of eggs, associated with the ERP Ftarget and Fthreshold
were 2.00 × 1015 and 1.49 × 1015, which were higher than their
single species counterparts by just 3% and 2%, respectively, and
below the current fecundity of 2.60× 1015 eggs (Table 2).

DISCUSSION

Ecological Reference Points
Atlantic menhaden ERPs were established using an ecosystem
model of intermediate complexity and were based on the tradeoff
between menhaden harvest and striped bass biomass. This type
of tradeoff relationship is central to any forage fish management
system. Recent analyses have focused on understanding these
forage fish tradeoffs in both real-world (Koehn et al., 2017)
and simulated systems (Essington et al., 2015). However, our
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FIGURE 4 | Equilibrium biomass ratios of ERP species as a function of Atlantic menhaden and striped bass F combinations generated by the NWACS-MICE Ecosim
model base run. In the striped bass panel, the dashed lines indicate the current F rates, the dotted lines are the target F rates, and the solid black lines indicate the
location of the target and threshold biomass ratio contours. All ratios are expressed relative to their single species targets, except for menhaden, which is expressed
relative to current (2017) biomass because biomass targets are not defined.

approach is the first to use these tradeoff relationships in actual
management of a forage fish. The tradeoff relationship between
Atlantic menhaden and striped bass was concaved, meaning
that small increases in menhaden F resulted in disproportionate
drops in striped bass biomass (Walters and Martell, 2004). In
addition, the current status of striped bass (B2017/Btarget = 0.6)
and menhaden F (F2017 = 0.16) is suboptimal, i.e., it is below the
tradeoff curve, and there is a set of solutions along the tradeoff
frontier where both menhaden harvest and striped bass biomass

are higher. By extension, striped bass catch would also be higher
at their single-species Ftarget under an optimal configuration.
According to the NWACS-MICE model, moving toward an
optimal condition first requires a reduction in striped bass F,
because biomass was below the threshold across all menhaden
F rates. Striped bass was determined to be overfished and
experiencing overfishing in the latest stock assessment (Northeast
Fisheries Science Center [NEFSC], 2019a) and regulatory changes
have already been implemented to reduce F and rebuild the stock
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FIGURE 5 | Equilibrium striped bass biomass ratio when fished at Ftarget = 0.2, over a range of menhaden F rates, generated by the NWACS-MICE Ecosim model.
The solid black line is the tradeoff curve used to establish the ecological reference points (ERPs). The ERP Ftarget and ERP Fthreshold are the menhaden F rates where
the curve crosses the biomass target and threshold, respectively. Target and threshold F rates from the single-species (SS) stock assessment are included for
comparison along with the current menhaden F rate (green line).

(ASMFC, 2019a). The ERPs were developed assuming efforts
to reduce striped bass F are successful and would therefore
provide enough Atlantic menhaden to support a rebuilt striped
bass population. That is, these ERPs do not compromise the
performance of striped bass management actions. This satisfied
two fundamental ERP objectives previously defined by managers
to (1) sustain menhaden for directed fisheries and (2) sustain
menhaden for predator species (ASMFC, 2015b).

The ERP target and threshold values were found to be 40% and
30% lower than their single species counterparts, respectively.
Through a meta-analysis using ecosystem models, Pikitch et al.
(2012) recommended that to sustain forage fish populations
and their predators, fishing mortality on forage fish should not
exceed 50% of FMSY or 50% of natural mortality. In a study that
examined collapsed forage fisheries, Patterson (1992) found that
sustainability was likely to be achieved when fishing mortality did
not exceed 67% of natural mortality. MSY based reference points
were not estimable in the menhaden stock assessment model,
but if we assume the single species F reference points are below
FMSY, then the ERP F rates could easily be 50% of FMSY or lower.
When we compare the ERPs to output from the NWACS-MICE

equilibrium analysis (FMSY = 0.81, Supplementary Table S4)
or a FMSY proxy from the BAM that achieves a SPR of 40%
(F40%SPR = 1.57), then both ERPs would be well below the
0.5FMSY rule-of-thumb (Pikitch et al., 2012). Compared to a
natural mortality rate of 1.17 (Liljestrand et al., 2019), the ERP
target and threshold are, respectively, 16% and 49% of M, also
below the rules-of-thumb (Patterson, 1992; Pikitch et al., 2012).
Therefore, the menhaden ERPs, which were explicitly related to
the performance of a single predator, striped bass, were within the
range of forage fish harvest rates that have been recommended
to enhance forage fish sustainability and provide benefits to the
broader ecosystem.

Our study uniquely integrated an ecosystem model with
an age-structured single species model to provide tactical
management advice for a forage species, combining the strengths
of both approaches. The NWACS-MICE tool provided strategic
advice about the long-term effects of Atlantic menhaden harvest
on a limited set of predators and allowed managers to evaluate
trade-offs between forage fish harvest and predator biomass.
However, the NWACS-MICE model does not capture the short-
term interannual variability in Atlantic menhaden population
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TABLE 2 | Single species and ecological-based reference points (ERP) for
Atlantic menhaden.

Reference point Value

Recent fishing mortality, landings, and current TAC

F2017 0.157

2018 landings (mt) 191,500

2019 landings (mt) 208,800

Current 2020 TAC (mt) 216,000

Single-species fishing mortality reference points*

SS Ftarget 0.310

SS Fthreshold 0.860

ERP fishing mortality and TAC reference points

ERP Ftarget 0.188

ERP Fthreshold 0.570

Probability ERP Ftarget exceeded under current TAC in 2021 66%

Probability ERP Ftarget exceeded under current TAC in 2022 60%

ERP Ftarget: TAC @ 50% probability in 2021 (mt) 176,800

ERP Ftarget: TAC @ 50% probability in 2022 (mt) 187,400

Fecundity reference points (number of eggs)

2017 fecundity 2.60 × 1015

Fecundity @ SS Ftarget 1.95 × 1015

Fecundity @ SS Fthreshold 1.46 × 1015

Fecundity @ ERP Ftarget 2.00 × 1015

Fecundity @ ERP Fthreshold 1.49 × 1015

Current menhaden fishing mortality (F) and total allowable catch are provided for
2017, the terminal year of the assessment. The ERP F rates were generated by the
NWACS-MICE Ecosim model and the associated fecundities and total allowable
catch (TAC) projections were estimated by the age-structured assessment model.
∗These single species F rates for Atlantic menhaden are the full F values
representing the maximum fishing mortality rate across ages, whereas the single
species reference points used for management are the geometric mean F
rates for ages 2–4.

dynamics, especially with regards to recruitment. The single
species model includes variable recruitment in the projection
scenarios and is well suited for providing short-term (3–5 years)
tactical advice on TAC levels, but does not provide information
on ecosystem responses. This integration of models allows
for long-term ecosystem-level planning, while also providing
decision support in the form of annual TACs that fits the existing
single-species management framework. While the integration of
the models may appear straight forward, translation between two
models with different levels of complexity, such as different age
structures and recruitment assumptions, presented a challenge.
Ultimately, a ratio approach was used to convert fishing mortality
rates and biomass ratios between the two modeling types. Further
propagation of uncertainty from the ecosystem model to the TAC
projections will be necessary to fully quantify risk. One possible
approach is to apply natural mortality rates from the ecosystem
model in the TAC projections to account for any future changes
in predation mortality.

Uncertainties, Assumptions, and
Limitations
There remained a substantial amount of unexplained mortality
for Atlantic menhaden in the NWACS-MICE model, which
was somewhat expected given the limited field of predator

species that were included. Similarly, the original NWACS
model (Buchheister et al., 2017a), also resulted in high
unexplained mortality rates, which was not expected given the
inclusion of many more predators. There are several potential
explanations for this pattern. First, although many thousand
stomach samples were included when creating the Ecopath diet
matrices (Buchheister et al., 2017b; SEDAR, 2020b), the dietary
contribution of Atlantic menhaden to their predators could
be underestimated if, for example, there are intensive spatial-
temporal predation events that were not sampled in the diet
surveys. Second, the estimated biomass of Atlantic menhaden
in the 2019 assessment (SEDAR, 2020a) was more than double
the estimate from the previous assessment (SEDAR, 2015), which
was due to new, empirical estimates of higher menhaden natural
mortality (Liljestrand et al., 2019). If the NWACS-MICE model
has used lower biomass estimates and/or mortality rates from
previous assessments, menhaden would have a higher EE and
lower proportion of unexplained mortality. The uncertainty
surrounding menhaden EE and the contribution to predator
diets was the basis for a sensitivity run requested by a technical
review panel (runs 15–22 in Supplementary Table S3). This
configuration resulted in slightly lower ERPs and a steeper
tradeoff curve. It is also possible that the models are correct,
and menhaden do have high rates of non-predation natural
mortality since they are prone to large fish kills related to hypoxia
(Paerl et al., 1998; Smith, 1999) and epizootic infections (Dykstra
et al., 1989; Reimschuessel et al., 2003). The truth is likely some
combination of these factors, and future work is needed to
empirically validate the current estimates of menhaden natural
mortality and understand how it is partitioned into sources of
fishing, predation, and other causes.

The NWACS-MICE model was found to be highly sensitive
to the Ecosim vulnerability parameters, which were often
estimated at upper and lower bounds. Vulnerability parameters
estimated at the bounds may arise due to lack of contrast
in the data, omission of key environmental forcing functions,
or overly precise optimization criteria. For instance, Ecosim
may attempt to explain patterns in the data using predator–
prey vulnerabilities that would have been naturally explained
by some environmental drivers. Additionally, the vulnerability
parameters, along with foraging time adjustment settings,
impact the degree of compensation in recruitment, growth,
and survival (Christensen and Walters, 2004a), which in turn
determine how sensitive a species is to harvest. This is evident
in the wide range of FMSY arising from alternative model
configurations (Supplementary Table S4 and Supplementary
Figure S1). Models with higher FMSY for menhaden would
likely result in a flatter tradeoff relationship and vice versa.
However, not all parameter settings produced satisfactory fits
to the data. Applying minimum and maximum vulnerability
caps resulted in slightly worse fits to the data, but drastically
improved projection scenarios at high menhaden F leading to
more reasonable FMSY estimates, and constrained theoretical
maximum predation mortality rates to values that are compatible
with natural mortality rates of the prey species. The parameter
space in Ecosim models is large and must be evaluated fully
to capture the uncertainty in the model (Gaichas et al., 2012).
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Potential improvements to parameter estimation in Ecosim
could apply the vulnerability caps described here as penalized
bounds (Bolker et al., 2013; Kinzey et al., 2018) or a constrained
minimization approach (Vallino, 2000; Senina et al., 2008) that
would prevent the vulnerabilities from being estimated at the
upper and lower bounds.

Due to the reduced age structure and the combining of
fleets in the NWACS-MICE model, asymptotic selectivity was
assumed for all species in the ERP complex. In contrast, recent
stock assessments of menhaden, bluefish, weakfish, and Atlantic
herring assume dome-shaped selectivity for some or all fleets and
may allow selectivity to change over time. Flat-topped selectivity
generally results in a stronger response to increasing F than
dome-shaped selectivity, because older fish are vulnerable to
harvest. For the ERPs, we expect that a dome-shaped selectivity
for menhaden would lead to higher ERP F rates, i.e., a flatter
tradeoff curve. However, to implement dome-shaped selectivity
for menhaden, NWACS-MICE would require finer age structure
and difficult assumptions about age-specific predation from
the diet studies. Nevertheless, improving consistency between
NWACS-MICE and the stock assessments has advantages, and
the implications of model structure as it relates to selectivity
should be explored in future iterations.

The current configuration of the NWACS-MICE model does
not include any environmental drivers that might help explain the
inter-annual variability in the system. Rather, the model attempts
to replicate observed trends in abundance and catch using fishing
and trophic processes only. This is a glaring limitation for an
ecosystem model centered around a species that is recruitment
driven and related to several environmental drivers such as
physical transport processes (Checkley et al., 1988; Quinlan
et al., 1999) and larger-scale climatic drivers like the Atlantic
Multidecal Oscillation (Buchheister et al., 2016). It’s also possible
that delivery and transport of nutrients from coastal rivers
might impact Atlantic menhaden dynamics as it does for Gulf
menhaden (Brevoortia patronus) (Govoni, 1997; Leaf, 2017) and
Atlantic thread herring (Opisthonema oglinum) (Chagaris et al.,
2015), two other members of the family Clupeidae with similar
life histories. Stock assessment models also do not explicitly
account for environmental drivers either, but they do estimate
annual recruitment deviations. Analogous to this, Ecosim has
the ability to estimate annual primary production anomalies
(runs 23–25), however, those anomalies were not correlated
with other information on primary production and were not
considered for inclusion. Work is underway to assemble a time
series of bottom-up forcing to account for changes in primary
productivity and other environmental factors that drive Atlantic
menhaden populations.

Research and Modeling
Recommendations
This NWACS-MICE model and the adopted ERPs serve as
a step forward in EBFM, but additional research and model
development will be beneficial. Expanding the collection of diet
and abundance data for the key predators, particularly across
seasons and regions, would improve our understanding of the

spatiotemporal dynamics of trophic interactions and predator–
prey overlap. Accounting for seasonal and spatial migration
patterns is also important in this system. For example, we found
the ERP tradeoff curve to be sensitive to assumptions about the
seasonal availability of Atlantic herring as prey to striped bass.
More work is needed to synthesize data to parameterize and
validate a spatial-temporal dynamic Ecospace model (Steenbeek
et al., 2013). We also recommend improved monitoring of
population trends and diet data in non-finfish predators (e.g.,
birds, marine mammals) and data-poor prey species (e.g.,
bay anchovies, sand eels, benthic invertebrates, zooplankton,
and phytoplankton) to better characterize the importance of
Atlantic menhaden and other forage species to the ecosystem
dynamics. Future iterations of the NWACS model should explore
annual recruitment deviations (from external models), primary
production time series, and environmental drivers to better
represent interannual variability in the system.

An obvious next step in refining the menhaden ERPs is
to incorporate additional predators, such as birds, mammals,
and other piscivorous fishes that were found to contribute to
menhaden mortality in the original NWACS model and/or were
sensitive to menhaden harvest. The decision not to include
additional predators was primarily a practical one, that aimed
to balance model complexity with the added uncertainty that
comes with including more species for which we have few data.
Due to time constraints, a fair comparison of the ERPs generated
by the original NWACS and the NWACS-MICE models was
not possible during the development of these ERPs. If the full
model suggests that the ERPs were severely biased due to model
simplification, then that would be grounds to expand the MICE
model to include additional species. As Collie et al. (2016)
concluded, the “sweet spot” in model complexity strikes a balance
between bias and uncertainty, and also depends on the key
management questions and the effort required to update and
maintain the models for routine operational use. Understanding
how model complexity influences the management advice is
considered a high priority moving forward.

With regards to management advice using the NWACS-
MICE model, additional work is needed to characterize
uncertainty in model projections and the resulting tradeoff
frontier using Monte-Carlo simulations and alternate mass-
balance parameterizations (Steenbeek et al., 2018). Management
strategy evaluation (MSE) presents a more robust technique
of incorporating uncertainty and evaluating strategic harvest
strategies (Punt et al., 2016; Mackinson et al., 2018; Surma
et al., 2018). Any ecosystem-level MSE should be carefully
planned and incorporate input from stakeholders and managers
of all species considered. Additionally, the optimal solution
along the tradeoff frontier can be solved for in Ecosim
while considering the socio-economic value of the competing
fisheries (Christensen and Walters, 2004b; Heymans et al., 2009;
Essington et al., 2015). Given that models of different types or
complexities can address slightly different aspects of the tradeoffs
in menhaden harvest management, we have also advocated
for the continued development of other multispecies models,
especially a multispecies statistical catch at age model developed
as part of the ERP process (Curti et al., 2013; McNamee, 2018).
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Moving Toward EBFM
The adoption of ERPs developed with the NWACS-MICE
tool represents a significant step in incorporating quantitative
ecosystem considerations into fisheries management on the
US East Coast. ASMFC has sole management authority for
Atlantic menhaden, striped bass, and weakfish, and so an
ecosystem management approach that considers reference
points, management objectives, and trade-offs for all three
species together, using a tool like this, is a feasible next step
to move EBFM forward in this system. Conceptually, our
approach to establishing ERPs is transferable to other predator–
prey systems and other multi-species modeling approaches.
In fact, ecosystem models already exist in many systems
around the world where large forage fisheries are prosecuted.
However, the capabilities of this tool to provide broader
EBFM advice are somewhat limited by current single-species
management frameworks, in which species reference points are
set independently, without consideration of ecosystem dynamics
or trade-offs with other species. Progress toward true EBFM
will require not just strong scientific tools, but also a shift
in the management framework to better coordinate stock
assessments and ecosystem modeling efforts with management
actions. Additionally, stakeholders and managers of all species
must come together to define objectives for the ecosystem as
a whole and set reference points. A sea change in fisheries
management may not be possible overnight, but incremental
some steps such as this can be taken to move ecosystem-based
management forward.
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